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General Notes
When installing or using this track system, basic safety precautions should always be followed, including the following: Read all

instructions. Do not install this track in damp or wet locations. Do not install any part of the track system less than five feet from

floor. Do not install any fixture assembly closer than six inches from any curtain or similar combustible material. Disconnect

elec trical power before adding to or changing the configuration of the track. Check with a qualified electrician. Do not attempt 

to energize anything other than lighting track fixtures on the track. To reduce the risk of fire and electric shock, do not attempt to

connect power tools, extension cords, appliances and the like to the track. Install per NEC and local codes. Save these instructions.

Track sections are available Flanged for
sheetrock and plaster ceilings. Flangeless
sections are available with 5/8" (16mm) fin for
sheetrock and plaster ceilings. Track should be
mounted in such a way as to prevent vertical
movement when installing or removing fixtures
from the track. Refer to IS-0029 or IS-0030 for
more details.

Fasten track directly to ceiling structure with
hanger straps or through field drilled holes and
hardware (by others) capable of withstanding a
50 pound point load in any direction. Mount
Track in compliance with NEC Lighting Track
Article #410-101 (Installation), #410-104
(Fastening) and any other applicable codes. To
prevent distortion of the track opening which
may prevent insertion of fixture fittings do not
over tighten mounting screws. Perforated
hanger straps are located in slots along both
sides of the track sections. 
LSI recommends a minimum of two mounting
points per section of track. LSI track can be
mounted on centers up to 6’-0”, but must 
have a minimum of two mounting points per
track section.

Insert End Feed or any other Joiner/Feeder
completely into track section and tighten
Phillips head screws on alignment bars which
align with slots on both sides and top of track
section.  After alignment, tighten Philips head
screw of feeder block.

Assembling

Mounting

RECESSED TRACK SECTION

SLOTS

PERFORATED HANGER STRAPS

Ceiling Integration

RECESSED TRACK

FIN

MOUNTING HARDWARE

BUILDING STRUCTURE
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All LSI Recessed track sections can be easily
field cut using a sharp hacksaw or a chop saw
with a non-ferrous blade such as an Oldham
commercial carbide series metal blade. Cut
the aluminum track with one straight cut to
the desired length. Be sure to remove any
burrs on the aluminum, copper and Noryl™
liner or this may affect the electrical and
mechanical connection of components to
track. 

Field Cutting

STRAIGHT CUT 
TO MATCH FIELD CUT TRACK

RECESSED TRACK SECTION

Remove the Lexan™ cover from any End 
Feed or Joiner/Feeder, bring conductors
through combination 1/2, 3/4 U.S. trade size
knock-out (.875 diameter [22mm], 1.125
diameter [29mm]) in top of Joiner/Feeder
conduit plate knock-out and attach conductors
to identified terminals.

Additional Circuits

LSI Track has integral wiring channels for six
additional #12 THHN wires to create three
additional 20 amp circuits with separate
neutrals. Raceway covers must be used in 
this application.

Electrical
COMBINATION KNOCK-OUT

END FEED 

CONDUIT PLATE
WITH COMBINATION KNOCKOUT

LEXAN COVER

TRACK GROUNDING TERMINAL (GREEN)

NEUTRAL 1 (SILVER)

CKT 1 (BRASS)

The straight mini joiner is used to mechanically
couple any two lengths of track in a straight
line with a flush fit. Not for use as a feeder.
There is an indicator line on face of mini-joiner
to ensure proper engagement into each end of
track. The two alignment bars with screws,
included with the mini-joiner, must be inserted
into the track section before joining sections.
Tighten screws after alignment has been
completed, don’t overtighten.

Straight Mini Joiner

MINI-JOINER

ALIGNMENT SLOT

MINI-JOINER
ALIGNMENT BARS

To insert a fixture fitting into the track, the
switch must be in the “off” position, with the
handle open. Insert the fixture fitting straight
up into the track until it seats evenly, close
handle completely and switch on. If using one
circuit track, make sure that the brass contacts
which protrude from the side of the fixture
fittings are inserted facing the copper busbars.
If using two circuit track, inserting the fixture
fitting in one direction will connect to circuit
one. Removing and reversing the direction 
of the fitting will connect to circuit two. 

Installing LSI Fixtures

SWITCH OFF

HANDLE OPEN

HANDLE CLOSED
SWITCH ON

TWO CIRCUIT RECESSED TRACK
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